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0. Introduction 
Let p be a prime number and let .7{ be the class of all structures ~'= 
(V. Vj .  V 2. V3, V4) where V is a vector space over the field with p elements and 
the V, are subspaces of V. In the following structures ~ 'e~ will be called 
quadruples. We show that the elementary theory of ~ in the language of abelian 
groups with four additional l-place predicates for the distinguished subspaces V i 
is decidable. On the other hand it is well-known that the elementary theory of 
vector spaces with five distinguished subspaces i undecidable (see e.g. Baur [1] or 
Slobodskoi and Fridman [6]). 
Finite dimensional quadruples have been studied extensively in Gelfand and 
Ponomarev [4]. The main result of [4] is the classification of the finite dimensional 
indecomposable quadruples over an algebraically closed field. We will make use 
of the list of indecomposables given by Gelfand and Ponomarev (partially 
reproduced in Section 2) but we will not use their main result, namely the 
completeness of the list. 
For our pt~rposes we also have to consider infinite dimensional quadruples. An 
important point in the present treatment is a structure theorem for infinite 
dimensional quadruples atisfying some additional conditions (Theorem 9). This 
together with the results of Section 3 also imply the main result of [4]. 
The decidability proof given here is model theoretic in nature. The elementary 
theory of quadruples is reduced to the elementary theory of modules over the 
polynomial ring K[X], K the prime field with p elements. The latter theory was 
shown to be decidable essentially by Szmielew [7] (see Eklof and Fisher [2, p. 
166]). Our proof works for quadruples over any recursive field K such that the 
theory of K[X]-modules is decidable. Examples are all finite fields, the field of 
rational numbers, all countable algebraically closed fields. For notational reasons, 
however, we prefer to present the proof for quadruples over some finite prime 
field K. fixed for the rest of the paper. 
We assume that the reader is familiar with Eklof and Fisher [2] and some basic 
facts of model theory. On the other hand we do not presuppose Ge!fand and 
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Ponomarev [4] although the first section of [4] is recommended since it motivates 
the study of quadruples. 
Terminology aJ~d m;tatimz. If ~ '=(V,  V 1 . . . . .  V4)" and A is a subspace of V. 
then we define T" L' A =(A,  VI NA . . . . . .  V4f"IA) and ~VIA =(V/A, 
V~+A/A . . . . .  V4+A/A). "l/" is called a subsystem of ~V, V'c_~V, if ~V'= 
~/" I A for some A. Direct sums are defined in the obvious way. For cardinals ~¢ 
~V ~" ~ denotes the direct sum of K many copies of ~. Sometimes ~V also denotes the 
underlying space of ~2 Elementary equivalence is denoted by - .  
I. Description of the proo| 
If in a quadruple ~" two distinguished subspaces intersect rivially, for example 
V 2 f3 V3 = 0, then V2 may be considered as the graph of a partial homomorphism 
]'2:Vt---~ V3 with domain V~N(V,+V3L defined by f2(a)=b if and only if 
a + b ~ V2. Clearly, f, is first-order definable in ]~. [, is injective (surjective resp.) 
if and only if VtN Va=0 (V3 C _ V~+ V2 resp.). 
Definition. (1) ~" is called a~l operator quadruple if V = V~(~ V i for all pairs (i, j), 
l~<i<j<~4. 
(2) Let j~{2,3,4}. ~V is called j-good if V=Vt~V~=Vk~,  ~ where 
{1./, k, I} = {1,2, 3, 4}. 
Note that ~V is an operator quvdruple if and only if V is 2-, 3- and 4-good. 
In an operator quadruple ~//'. V2 defines an isomorphism f., : V~ ~ V~ and V4 
defines an isomorphism f,~: Vs---, V~. VI becomes a K[X]-module by Xa = 
f4f:(a). This module has the property that both multiplication by X and X -  I are 
automorphisms (*). Conversely, starting with an arbitrary K[X]-module M 
satisfying (*), an operator quadruple is obtained by putting V~ = M. Vs = M. 
V = Vl x V3, V2 = {(a, a) I a ~ M}, V4 = {(Xa, a) I a ~ M}. Clearly the two con- 
structions just described are inverse to each other. Furthermore they show how to 
associate effectively with each sentence ~ in the language of quadruples a 
sentence ~' in the language of K[X]-modules such that for all operator quad- 
ruples ~V, ¢ holds in ~' if and only if ¢'  holds in the K[X]-module corresponding 
to ~'. Since the elementary theory of K[ X ]-modules is decidable (see Eklof and 
Fisher [2, p. 166]) we have shown 
Theorem 0. The elementary theory of operator quadruples is decidable. 
The decidability proof for the theory T of all quadruples works as follows. 
Since T is r.e. it suffices to show tht~t T is co-r.e., i.e. that the set of sentences 
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satisfiable in some quadruple is r.e. This is done by defining special classes 
~ . . . . .  ~,~' (j = 2.3, 4) of quadruples uch that 
(i) Th(~/'~, ) is co-r.e, for all i. 1, 
(ii) any ~" is elementarily equivalent o a direct sum 
= ~, ,@~,~-~,@. . .@~r l ,  ~, 
where ~V~i'e ff/-to and "V' is an operator quadruple. 
Clearly for an arbitrary senlence q~ the following are equivalent: 
(i) ~ holds in ~, 
(2) there are sentences qg', ~/~ such that q~' holds in ~',  q~i, holds in ~'I i' and 
such lhat q~ is a logical consequence of the sentence (in a language having 3n + I 
additional I-place predicates) saying that ~V is the direct sum of 3n + l summands, 
each satisfying the corresponding q~l ~ (q~' resp.). This shows that (i). (ii) and 
Theorem 0 imply that T is co-r.e. 
For fixed je{2.3 ,4} the classes ~ j '  will be defned such that the following 
holds. 
(ii)i Any ~" is elementarily equivalent to a direct sum 
where -1" i is j-good and ]~,~ i ,  
By symmetry it will of course be sufficient o define the .7/'I 2~. We show that the 
statements (ii~ i imply OiL Let ~/'" be given. Choose ~V, (and ~V~ 2') as in (ii)2, then 
apply (iih to V, to get T2.3. and finally choose ~/,'_~.~.4= ~/' according to dih. 
Clearly :l" is an operator quadruple, and ~/'--- ~V'~T~)~ • • .~3 ~,4, {cf. Lemma I). 
2. Some lemmas 
In this section we collect a few algebraic and modeltheoretic facts on quad- 
ruples. Quadruples behave very much like abelian groups or modules, and 
sometimes we refer the reader to papers containing proofs of theorems on abelian 
groups or modules. Proofs of the corresponding theorem:~ on quadruples are then 
obtained by making just the obvious changes. For an approach covering both 
modules and quadruples ee Fisher [3], 
Also lhc special quadruples needed later are defined in this section. 
Definition. (I) Let ~/'_~ ". ~l" is pure in 3"' if any finite set of atomi: formulas 
~(a, x) with constants a from ~V satisfiable in T'  is satisfiable in ~". 
(2) :l" is algebraically compact if any finitely satisfiable set of atomic formulas 
with constants from ~1,' (in any number of variables, not just countablel is 
satisfiable in 1'. 
Remark. If ~V is algebraically compact, then ~/2- is a direct summand in any pure 
extension. 
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Lemma 1. (i) / /~ '~ and Vz-=-'T" ~, then ~ ' ,~2=- -V ' ,~ .  
(ii) V~'*~ ~u,~ whenever ~, A are in]inite cardinals. 
(iii) Any R~-samrated quadruple is algebraically compact, 
(iv) If A is a subspace of ~such lhat ~ ~ A is pure in ~, then "K =-~" [ A ~$TA.  
Proof. (i) See e.g. [2. p. 121]. 
(ii) ~ and ~x~ are partially isomorphic, hence elementarily equivalent. 
{iii) See e.g. Sabbagh [5]. 
(iv) Let ('V', A') be an R~-saturated elementarj extension of (~K, A), By (iii} 
'//" I A'  is algebraically compact, and pure in "V'. Hence ~/"~'Y' [ A'@~V'/A ',
Now apply (i). 
Let V t, V 2, W be subspaces of some vector space V. 
Lemma 2. ( 1 ) The map 
a~+lh=a2+b2~-~,a~-a2mod(V~NW+V2nW} (a,~V~.b~_W) 
induces an isomorphism 
(V~ + W)N (V2+ WI/V~ n V2+ W--+ tV~ + VDN W/V~ N W+ V2A W. 
(2) The following are equiralent 
(i) lhere exisls a subspace C of V such that V=C~W and V~= 
v, nc+ v, nw q= 1.2). 
tii) (V ,+V. tNW=V~NW+V. .~W,  
(iii) (V~ + W)n(V2+ W)= V~ n V.~- W. 
Proof. (1) is clear. 
(2) The equivalence of (ii) and tiii) follows from (1 I. 
(i) :g, (ii). Obvious. 
(ii):g~(i). Choose subspaces C,, Ct, C> C~ of V such that v~n V2= 
Co~V~NV2AW,  V j=Ci~(Vt f3V2+V,  NW) tor j=  1.2. V= Ca~ 
(V~+V2~-W). and put C=C.+C~+C2+C3. It is easily checked that C 
satisfies (i). 
With any quadruple ~'~ = (V. Vt . . . . .  V.p wc associ:ttc two lntinitc ~equcnces ot
subspaces of V as follow~ 
(1) W,,= V, 
W2,,+, = V1 ~ Wz,, + V2(-1 W2,,. 
W2,,,_= V3N W2.,t + V~N W2,,~. 
(21 U,, = C 
U2..i ={vl  + U2,,)N(V2+/Jz,,h 
U2,,+2 = (V3+ U>,.~)N( Va+ U2,, ,~1. 
Furthermore we put Wo, = n.~. ,  IV., U~, = O ... .  U.. 
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If there is some danger of confusion we will write W.(~r), "J,,(~), or W[. W. if 
the quadruple is ~' ,  ~. Clearly both W,,(.) arod U.(') comnJute with arbitrary 
direct sums. 
According to Lemma 2 we have for any n ~ ~o a linear map 
o.~: (v~ n w,, + w,,+,) n (v~.,., n w. + w..,)/w.+,--, w..,/w.+~ 
where j = 1 if n is odd, and j = 3 if n is even, If n >0,  then o-~- is surjective 
because W,,+~ V~ n W,, + Vj+~ n W.. Dually we have linear maps 
V, • , , .  U , ,~z lU , ,+ ,  ~ U,,+,/(Vi n U,,÷, + E+, n U,,~,) 
(i as above). ~',~ is injective for n > O. 
Lemma 3. ~" R,-saturated, j = 1 or 3. Then 
(i) W~= v~nw~+ vj.,nWo,. 
(ii) there exists a subspace C of ~ such that V=C~)W., and V~= 
v, nc+ v, A W~fori=j.  ]+1.  
Using saturation. (i) follows immediately from the definition of the W- 
sequence, and (ii) follows from (i) by Lemma 2. 
Now we come to the definition of some special quadruples. First we define an 
infinite dimensional quadruple ~ = (V, Vl, Vz, V3, V4): 
V=~)Ka ,  (i.e.{a~[i~2~}isabasisof V), 
Vt = ~ Ka21. 
i<Z 
V~= ~" K(a,_, +a2,.i). 
i ,g  
V3 = E Ko  ~.i÷l, 
V~= ~ K(a2i +a2,-i). 
By means of 9 o we define 
~,o . - l )=go t Y Ka,. 
9o'(to.- I)= : f  t ~)~ Ka,. 
,~(¢o, 1 )=~/~ Kal, 
0 i 
,5¢ (oJ, I ) = Kai. 
I I 
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Next we introduce some of the finite dimensional quadruples from [4]. They are 
denoted by 9oi(n,d), where l<~j<~4, l~n .  d=+l .  n is the dimension of the 
underlying space V, d equals Y~= i dim V~ - 2 dim V, called defect in [4], and j is 
the index of the subspace such that dim VjCdim V~ for all i¢.L 
Let k ~ ~0 and (V. VI. V., V.~. V4) = 9O i' Yo~i<2k Kay. Put 
9o1(2k + 1, - 1 ) = (V~ Ka2k. VI + Ka.,k, V2, V3, V4 + K(a..k - i + a..k )), 
9o~(2k + 1, -1)~(Vt~Ka~k.  VI, V~ + Ka~k, Va. V4 + K(a~ i + a~t,)), 
~f j (2k. - I )=go2(2k+l, - l ) [  ~ Ka, (0<k) ,  
9o2(2k. -1)=go~(2k+l . - l~l '  ~ Ka~ (0<k) ,  
O<i~2k 
Further let (V', V'I. V~. V~. V~) = 9o(to. l) I ~' - ,2k+~.: ,  Ka, and lout 
9o1(2k + 1. l )=(V' ,  V~, V" + Ka-cek.i, V~. V~), 
9o2(2k + I. l) = (V', V'~+Ka-~2~.I~, V' V'3, V'~), 
9ol(2k, l )=go2(2k+l,1)/Ka_t  (0<k) ,  
9o2(2k, 1)=gol(2k+l,1)/Ka_~ (0<k).  
Let ,9~3(n,d) (go~(n,d) resp.) be obtained from 9o~(n,d) (go2(n,d) resp.) by 
~nterchanging the first with the third and the second with the fourth subspace. 
Remark. It will become clear from Theorem 9 that for any i, ./. 9O,0. d) is 
obtained from 9oi(n,d) by interchanging t~e ith with the jth subspace (see 
Corollary 12). 
Next define 
9o3,4(2k + 1, 0) = 9°1 (2k + 2. - 1)/Ka2k.2 (0 ~ k), 
9o3,4(2k, O)= gol(2k + l,-1)/Ka2k (O~k), 
and let 9o~.j(n, 0) (1 <~ i <]~<4) be obtained from ,~f~.~(n, 0) by interchanging first 
the ith with the third and then the jth with the fourth subspace. 
Here the subscript (i, i) indicates that V~ fq Vj :p 0. 
The last two groups of quadruples, denoted by 9o(2n+ 1. ±2) for n ~>0, are 
defined by means of a basis. 
9o(2n + 1, -2): 
V1 = ~ Kai, V2 = ~ K(ai+b~.O+K(a._l+c), 
i<n  i<r t -  I 
V3= ~ Kb, V4 = ~ K(a,+~+b,)+K(b._t+e). 
i<n  i<n- I  
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~(2n + 1, 2): V as above, 
Vl = ~ Ka,+Kc, V2 = ~ K(a,+~+b,)+K(b..~+c)+Kao, 
i<n  i<n- - I  
V~= ~ Kb,+Kc. V4 = ~ K(a~+bi+O+K(a,- l+c)+Kbo. 
i<t l  i<) l -  I 
For any ~ define W-exp(~)  (U -exp(~)  resp.) to be the smallest number n 
such that W,,(~V) = 0 (U , (~)  = V resp.) if it exists, and o~ otherwise. We determine 
W-exp(°//)  for the finite dimensional quadruples of defect ~0 introduced above. 
Lenuna 4. 
(i) 
W- exp(~(n, - 1) = (n  
[ n+l  
Let n '= W-exp(~(n ,  - 1))-  1. 
if (/" ~ {3, 4} & n odd) 
or U~{I,2} & n even), 
i.f ( j~{3,4} & n even) 
or (]~{1,2} & n odd). 
,~j(n, - I ) /W,,  ---/5e~ 2(n-  1,0) i f i~{3,  4}, 
/~,oP314(n 1,0) if/'~{1,2}. 
W,,, is l-dimensional, and if n is odd, then W,c c Vj, If n is even, then W~, c Vt iI 
j=2 ,  ~V,_ i f j= l ,  ~V3 i f j=4and c_Va i f / '=3,  
(ii) I[ n>O, then W-exp(~,~÷~(n,O))=W-exp( .~(n, -1))  for /~{1,3}. 
~1,~÷1(n, O)/W., = 5ej(n, - 1)/W,, (n' as in (i)). W,,. = Vj A Vi,~ 1 is 1-dimensionaL 
(iii) W-  exp(Se(2n + 1, -2 ) )= n + 1. 
Ire1 z(n, O)~SCl 2(n - 1, O) n et-en, 
,9°(2n + I, -2)/W,, ~/Se31a(n ' O)~Se31a(n_ l, O) n odd. 
W, is 2-dimensional, and IV, = /~ N W,E)V~+, • W, where both summands are 
¢ () and i = 3 i[ n is even and ] = I if n is odd. If, [or example, n is odd, then there 
exist b, b '~(2n  + 1, -2 ) /W,  = 5es,4(n, O)~b~3.4(n- 1,O) such that b generates 
W,, ~(J'~.4(n - 1, 0)), b + b' generates W,,_ j(~.4(n, 0)) and cr~(b) ~ V~, ~r~(b') ~ V2 
where ~//= ,~£(2n + 1, -2). 
We prove (i) for j = 1 only. (ii) and (iii) are similar, From the definition of 
~t(n,-1) we obtain 
~ Kal if n is odd, 
r~ i<n 
W,+l(Sel(n,-1))= ~ Kai if n is even. 
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Hence for n odd W. = Ka,,_ t, W. + ~ = 0, and for n even W._ l = Ka., W. = 0. This 
implies (i) for j = 1. 
Remark. A dual lemma holds for the special quadruples with non-negative 
defect. 
3. Pure subsystems 
In this section it is shown that for ~-saturated ~ o//. t W,~ is pure in ~, and that 
for any 'F o//. t Uo, is pure in ~. 
[,emma $. °l/ R~-saturated. Let T be a subspace o[ ~ = "I/'/W~ such that T n V¢. = 0 
for some n ~ ~o (~'. = W.(~')). Then T can be lifted to a subspace S of ~ such that 
the projection w : ~ ~ ~" maps ~" ~ S isomorphically onto ~" t T. 
Proof by induction on n. If n = O, then T = O, so S = 0 sutficies. Assume n > O. Let 
~'  be the quadruple obtained from ~ I WL by interchanging the first with the 
third and the second with the fourth subspace. Note that F '  is St-saturated. and 
W',,_l = W,. Applying the induction hypothesis to the subspace T '= Tn  W~ of 
~F'/W., we obtain a subspace S' of W~ such that ¢r maps ~ t S' isolaorphically 
onto ~ t T'. 
Choose a subspace X of T' such that 
T' n (f'~ n T+ 9~n T) = (9~n T'+ 9,n T')~X (I) 
and let (x~),~<. be a basis of X. Write x., = x3,. +x4.. with x~.. ~ Qi n T and let X~ 
be the subspace generated by {x~,. I c~ < K}. 
Next choose subspaces Y, Z3, Z~, R of T such that 
V'~N V'~N T= 9.~n f'~ n T'@ Y, (2) 
( / ,NT=(( iNT '+Y+X, )~Z j (j = 3,4). (3) 
T= (T '+ V3 n T+ v4n  T )~R.  (4~ 
Now we show 
T = T '~ Y~X3~Z.~f f )Z~R 
= T'~t)Y~)X4~Z3Cj)Z,t~)R. (5) 
By symmetry it suffices to prove the first line. Using the fact that X.~ ~ T '+ X~ it 
follows fxom (3), (4) that both sides are equal. Let 
I~+y+x3+z3+Z4d-r=O 
where the summands lie in the appropriate spaces. To show: All summands =0. 
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(4) implies r=0.  By (1) there exist v3~ Q3f lT ' ,  v4~ VaGT' ,  u~X such that 
t' = t~3 + v~ + u. Write u = u3 + u4, uj ~ X,. Then 
Z4 = --U4--(y+X3+Z3+U3+Id3)--U4 
e z,n(9,n T+ 9~n 9~nT+X,) 
~z~n(Q~nT '+Y+X~)  by (2) 
= 0 by (3), 
hence z~ = 0, Next z~ = 0 by (3). In order to prove x3 = 0 choose x4 ~ X4 such that 
x:~ + x4~ X and such that x~ ¢= 0 implies x3+ x, ~ 0. This is possible according to 
the construction of X3, X4. From t '+y+x3=0 we conclude t 'EQ3nT '  and 
x3+x~=-t '+(x4-y )~(Q3nT '+Q4OT' )nx=o,  hence x3=0.  Finally y=t '=0 
by (2). This proves (5). 
By Lemma 3 there exists a subspace K of V such that V=K~)Wo,  and for 
i = 3,4 Vi = V~ n K + V i n W,o. Let B, C3, C4, D resp. be the intersection of K 
with the inverse image under ~r of Y, Z3, Z4, R resp. Note that B c_ V3 n v4, 
C~ c v,. For a < K let a~.,~, a4.,~  K and a,, ~ S' such that w(a~,,,) = xi.,~, w(%) = x,~. 
Since a~., + a4.,, - a,~ ~ W,,, there exist ei.,, ~ V~ n W~ such that a3,~ + a~.~ - a~ = 
e~ ,, + ea.,, by Lemma 3. Let A~ be the subspace of ~" generated by {ai.~ - ei.,~ I a < 
~} and put 
S=S'+B+A3+C~+Ca+D.  
it follows from (5) that ~r maps S bijectively onto T. Let ~:T - -~ S be inverse to 
~r IS .  It remains to show that for all j, 1~</~<4, and all t~T ,  t~Q~ implies 
tk ( t )6V  r If j= l ,2 ,  then t~Qi  implies t6T ' ,  so +(t)6S'  and ~(t)~V~ by 
induction hypothesis. If j = 3, 4, e.g. j = 3, then t 6 V3 implies ~b(t) = s' + b + u3 + c3 
for some s'~ V3 n S', b ~ B, a~ ~ A3, c~ ~ C3, by (3). Since B, A 3, C 3 are subspaces 
of V~ we obtain ~(t)~ V~. 
Corollary 6. I f  9" is ~l-saturated, then ~" ~ W~, is a pure subsystem of ~. 
Proof .  Let F(u. x) be a finite set of atomic formulas with constants a from W~ 
satisfiable by some b from ~'. Let T be the subspace of ~ = ~/~ generated by 
the residue classes of the b, Since T is finite dimensional. TN k~',, = 0 for large n. 
Choose S according to Lemma 5 and let b*eS  such that ~r(b*) = rr(b~). Since b* 
satisties FtO. x), b -  b* is a solution of F(a. x) from W.,. 
Lemma 7. Let S be a subspace o[ ~ such that S N U~ = U. for some n ~ to. The~l 
there exists a subspace T of ~ such that ~ t S = V I T~)~ ~ U.. 
Proof  by induct ion on n. n = 0 is trivial. 
n = 1. Since 
(V~OS+ U I )N(V4NS+ UOc_ U2NS= Ut 
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there exists a subspace T of S such that S = T(~ Ut and V i fq S = Vj n T + V~ 1"3 Uj 
fo r /=3,4 ,  by Lemma 2. Hence V I S=~ [' T~ ~' Ut since U~ VtOV2.  
u > 1. Consider the projection ¢r:V--* ~/V~ fq V?_ = f'. Applying the induction 
hypothesis to lr(S) as a subspace of (~', 93, V'4, Q~, Q2} we obtain a subspace "F of 
f such that 
f t ~r(S)--- ~ t T@~~ I ~r(U,,), (,) 
Again by induction hypothesis there exists a subspace T of ¢r ~ ~(T) such that 
~V t ¢r-~(27) = ~/ I" T~ I U~. (**)  
Clearly S -=- "l"ff~ 1.1,,. Let a = t + u ~ S N V, where t ~ T, u ~ U,,. By ( * ) ¢r(t). ¢r(u ) 
V u This implies t -u '~V,  for some u'~ U1. hence t~ V~ by (**).  and finally 
u~V i. Therefore 'V I S=~ t T f f )~ I U,. 
Corollary 8. V I Uo~ is a pure subsystem o[ ~. 
Proof. Let b be a solution of F(a,x), a from Uo,. Let S' be the subspace 
generated by a, b. Since S' is finite dimensional, S' n U,,, ~/3,, for som~ n c to. Put 
S = S' + U,, choose T as in the lemma and write b = I + u,. Clearly u. is a solution 
of F(a, x). 
4. Quadruples with IV. =0 (U. = V resp.) 
The aim of this section is: 
Theorem 9. Any ~ such that W. = 0 (U,, = V resp.) [or some,  ~ ~o is o[ the [orm 
c i ,  ' 
(~ ~(2 i+ 1, 2d) (~,t 
(~ ~ ,9°1,2(i,()) ~"'1 
where d=- I  i[ W,,=O and d= 1 
uniquely determined. 
if U,, = W. All exponems Kj.~, A, t~, v~ are 
We treat the case W,, = 0 only, the case U, = V is similar. We start with 
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Lemm~, 10. Let nero and let h. :~/W,~--*7/"/W', g. :~//" ~ W,,----~°l/'' I W~ be 
isomorl,hisms such that the diagram 
(E  n w,,_, + w, , )n~v,  ~ n w,,_ ~ + w, j /w, ,  '~"~ w,,/w,,., 
I ' induced induced I 
b,, h,~ byg,~ 1
°" ~ , 
(V~n W,,_.~ + W,,) n(v~+~ N W,,_~ + W,,)/W,, W.IW.+~ 
commutes, where/'=3 if n is odd and j= 1 if n is eve~, (and W-I = V if n =0). 
Then ~ =- 7/'. 
Proof  by induction on n. If n = 0, then go:~'--* Y" is an isomorphism. Assume 
n > 0, e.g. n odd. Choose subspaces D c_ V3 N V4, D'  c V~ N V~ such that 
V3AV4NW, ,_ ,+W, ,=D~W, , ,  V~AV'4AW'~_I+W~,=D'~)W'.  
Since ker(cr~)= (D+ W,,)/W,,. by Lemma 2, we have 
h,,((D + W,,)/W,,) = h,,(ker(tr~')) = ker(tr~") =(D '+ Wf,)/W'. 
Extend g,, to V~ n V4 n IV,,_ t÷ W,, by mapping D onto D'  such that for d e D 
g,,(d)+ W~, = h,,Id + W,,). 
Next choose a basis (v-o+W,,+t),.<. of im(tr~). Write a,~=a~-a4.~ with 
a,.. ~ V~ N W,, ~. By commutativity of our diagram there exist a;.. ~ V~ n W~,_ 1 
such that h,,(ax..+W,,)=a'~,,+Wf,, and a3,,. . . . .  a4.,. g,,(a,,)+b~, for some b '~ 
Wf,~ t = V~ n w~, + v~ G W;,. Write b,'. = b~,. + b~.,, with b;.,, ~ V~ n W',, and extend 
g,, to ( V~ N W,,_ l + W. ) n ( vi+ i n w~_ i + w,,) by putting g,, (a3.,~) = a~.,~- b~.,~. This 
map can easily be extended to an isomorphism g. - i :  ~ F W,,_I --~ ~ '  I W,,_t such 
that the above diagram with n replaced by n - 1 and h. by h,,_~ (induced by h.) 
commutes. Now apply the induction hypothesis. 
In the following quadruples ~ = (P, P~, P2, L. N) satisfying P = P~ + P_. and 
N ~ PI O P2 will be called simple. With any simple quadruple we associate nine 
cardinals as follows: 
eo = dim L n N, 
e2 = dim P~ n P2 N L/L n N, 
ea = dim P in  L/PI n P2 n "L. 
e6 = dim Lt(P I n L + P2 n L), 
e8 = dim P2/P2 n (P1 + L). 
e i = dim NIL n N, 
8 3 = dim PIN P2/(PI n P2 N L + N), 
e5 = dim P2 n L/Pt N P2A L, 
e7 = dim PdP l  n (Pz+L), 
l ,emma l l .  Simple quadruples are determined up to isomorphism by their as- 
sociated cardinals, bz particular dim L = eo+ e2+ e4+ es+ e6, dim P/L = 
e i -I- e3 -t- E6-~- E7 + e8. 
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Proo|.  Let ~ be simple. Choose a subspace A of P such that P=A~N and 
L = L A A + L N N. Since N ~_ P~ A P 2 we have 
~=~ I A~)~ I N~-ff~/N+~ N. 
Clearly 0p I N is determined by eo and e~. Since the fourth subspace of ~ '  = ~/N 
equals 0, ~ '  may be viewed as a triple of vector spaces. But triples are easily 
characterised by the dimensions of nine associated quotient spaces (see e.g. [1, p. 
26]). Since P' = P~ + P~, two of these nine spaces equal 0, and the dimensions of 
the rentaining seven coincide with e~ . . . . .  e~, 
The dimension equations also follow from an analysis of triples. 
Proof ot Theorem 9, Induction on n. The case n ~ 1 being trivial, assume n > 1. 
e.g. n = 2k even. Using inductior, hypothesis we may identify the quadruple 
~V'= ~V/W2k-t with a direct sum of the desired form (with exponents K~.~, a~, ~,  
v~). Define a subsystem ~* of o~-, t~y 
• 
E) ~(2 i+ 1, -2)  ~x'~ 
I~ i ,  2/<'2 
Clearly 
• "= ~*~Se~,4(2k -2 ,  0)'";~ -"~,9°~.4(2k - 1, 0)'"~ ,~. 
Denoting the underlying space of the second (third resp.) summand of this three 
term sum by D~ (D~ resp.), an easy computation using Lemma 4 gives 
W'k-2n  v~n V'4 = v~n v'4 n D ,+ v'~n V'~nDt. 
Denote this last sum by P and its second summand by L. 
Remark. Any linear automorphism f of P mapping L onto itself extends to an 
automorphism of ~V'. 
Indeed, it follows from the definition of ,c£~.4(i,(1) that f extends to an auto- 
morphism of 
~03,4(2k  -- 2, ())',~ ~ '~.4(2k  - 1, 0)' v;, ,~, 
and then f extends to ~" by lea~,ing fixed ~*. 
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Consider the map tr = t r~_2:  P -~ W2k-1 and put  
= (P, a ' - l (V0 ,  o'-1(V2), L, ker o)  = (P, PI, P2, L, N). 
Clearly N_c P In  P2. If k > l, then P = P, + P2 because tr is surjective, so ~ is a 
simple quadruple,  with associated cardinals leo . . . . .  es) say. If k = 1, then L = P, 
so ~ essential ly reduces to a triple. 
We are going to reconstruct ~ as a direct sum, start ing f rom 7/' and ~. We 
confine ourselves to the ease k > I. The  case k = 1 is similar (and simpler in many 
respects), Put ~ = ~V*~ where 
~" = 9~(2k-  1, - 1 )~ '~)~t  (2k, - 1 )1~'~9~(2k - 1, - 1 ) '~ '~ ~2(2k, -1 )  I . . . .  
~9°(2(2k  - 1)+ ! , -2 )  '~) 
~f f l . : (2k -  I, O)t~"(~)~l,~(2k, 11) I~D 
~3.4(2k  - 2. Oy~,'~.~3 ~(2k - 1, O) ~'''. 
Claim 1. f/~'2k_,~". 
It follows f rom Lemma 4 that 
~/l,~¢2k-t - ~3.~(2k - 1, t)) ~-* ~-~*~ .. . . . . .  '~  5e3.4(2k - 2, O) ~ +~~*~÷ ~+~C 
Since W:k_ l (~ '* )=0 the claim follows by Lemma 11. 
Let ~ be the simple quadruple defined by means of ~" in the same way as 
v 
was defined by means of ~'. Put 6- = tS:k_2. 
Cla im 2. ~----~. 
For the underly ing space /5 of ~ we have 
= W~_:(ql~V~_,) 
= ~ K~* ,~(K+K)  ~ (by Lemma 4) 
where, of course, each summand K CE,~ is considered as a subspace of the 
corresponding summand of ~/~/2k- i  with the same exponent,  and 
(K + KY E,,~ = W2k_z(ST(2(2k - 1) + 1, -2)t~o~/W2k_l). 
Consider  the a th  summand K+K of (K+K)  ~,,~ (a<e6) .  By Lemma 4 there 
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exists a basis b,~, h" such that ~(b,,)~ Qt. fi-(b~)~ V2 and b,~+b;~f~. Again by 
Lemma 4 
/51=K~"+K~+ ~ Kb,,, + K 'a  + K~:~ + K~*'~ + K "~''~, 
P2 --' K'~) + K'* ") + 
C:~ K"~.,' + K'"° + 
1Q = K"~,' + K ~,,>. 
Kb" + K ~ ~ '~ + K ~ + K ~* 0 + K~*,,~ 
K(b,  + h',,) + K ' ' )  + K ~'''~, 
These equations how that ~ has the same associated cardinals as ~' (namely 
e, . . . . .  e~). Hence ~ ~ # by Lemma 11. 
Claim 3. ~ ~ {. 
We want to apply Lemma 10. i.e. we are looking for isomorphisms 
g :V '= ~'/W2k-~---" f'ICV2k-l, 
such that 
p,  ,r ~W2k 1 
i ndu¢¢dhyg~] h l 
~ W2k -- 1 
h:°g I W2k.-i-" °r I W2k-~ 
commutes. 
By claim 2 there exists an isomorphism g:~- -~ ~. In particular g is a linear 
isomorphism from P onto/5 with g(L) =/.~. Therefore, by claim 1 and the remark 
made before the definition of ~, g extends to an isomorphism g :~ ' -~ T'/W2k_ t. 
Since g(ker or) = ker b and g(~r t(V~)) = ~' °t(V~) ( /= 1, 2) there exists an isomorph- 
ism h : W ~' W2k- t --~ ~ I W2k-1 making our diagram commutative. This completes 
the proof of claim 3 and the existence part of Theorem 9. The uniqueness part is 
an easy by-product of the proo~ given above. 
For any W=(V, Vt . . . . .  V4) and any permutation ~r of {1,2,3,,1} let 7r~'= 
(V, V,,-,,, . . . . .  %,-,~4,), 
Corollary 12 (Gelfand and Ponomarev [4]). 
(i) ,r~(n, ± l )  = 5¢~,~(n, +1), 
(ii) wSe,.~(n, 0)= S°,,i.,,~(n, 0) if "r:i < ,rj, 
(iii) ~(n,  +2) = 3°(n, ±2). 
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We prove (i) for ~ = ~(n ,  -1)  only. Theorem 9 implies that ~ is indecomposa- 
ble. Hence ~-'//" is indecomposable. Since the defect of ~-~/P is - l ,  
W,,(rr~) 7 ~ Wo(&V). Since ~-~ is finite dimensional, Wo,(~>V) = W,, (&F) for :~ome 
recto, and ¢r~ [ W,,(er~') is a direct summand of rr°//', by Corollary 6. By 
indecomposability W,,,(~r~) = 0. Now Theorem 9 gives rr~ = ~(n,  - 1) for some i. 
Looking at the dimension of the distinguished subspaces we conclude i = ~r]. 
5. Complete quadruples 
Let T '=(V,  V~ . . . . .  V4) be an arbitrary quadruple. The decreasing sequence 
(W,) ..... of subspaces of V defines a topology on V. called W-topology. ~ is 
called W-complete if (i) V is complete in its W-topology and (ii) the subspaces 
V~ . . . . .  V4 are closed subsets of V. By the completion of a quadruple :F satisfying 
W,, = (1 we mean a quadruple q7 equipped with a topology such that (i) Q is the 
topological completion of V and (ii) Vj is the closure of V) in V, l~<j~<4. It is 
easily seen that the topology on ~ coincides with its W-topology and W,,C~?)A 
'V = W,,(~'~). In particular ~/1~',, ~V/W,,. 
In this section we show that for certain classes ~ of complete quadruples the set 
of sentences atisfiable in some member of ~ is r.e. We define our classes by 
giving for each class a special set of quadruples being direct sums of indecomposa- 
bles. The class itself consists of the completions of the quadruples from the special 
set: 
3{1: ~ ~l.2(2k, O)('~)~,c¢'(oo,-l) '~  (r, Kk cardinals), 
I "- k 
~K-,: ~ .-cFi.2(2k + 1, O) ~"~1, 
kc-¢o 
~/'~: ~ ~a(2k. -1)  I~"~, 
5~4: (~ 5e42k + I , - I )  (''), 
k~o 
595: ~ 5e(2(2k)+ 1 . -2)  ,~), 
~, :  (D 5¢(2(2k+1)+1. -2)  ~ ' .  
~c~a 
Cla35es 9{v, .Tf~ resp. are obtained from ~,  ~2 resp. by replacing the subscript 
(! ,2) by (3,4), and, in case of ~v, 5¢'(00, -1)  by .,c°(to,-1)..9'/'9 . . . . .  Ygl4 are 
obtained from Y/'3, 5(4 by replacing the subscript 2 by 1, 3. 4 rcsp. 
Now we are going to show how to get a complete axiom system for each :b" e 5(,, 
1 ~< i ~< 14, depending only on i and the cardinals Kk, K. We consider i = 1, 3, 5 
only, the other cases are similar. 
(~)  Let o//. y/. be the completion of a direct sum ~ =(D, Dt, D2, D3, D4) 
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with exponents r~, K. Let T be the theory (in the language of quadruples) with 
axioms expressing the following: 
(A1) V=V~V> 
(A2) V2 defines a map f2 : V~ - ,  V~ (i.e. V2 Cl V:~ = O, V, ~ V2 + V3). 
(A3) Va defines an isomorphism f~: V3---~ V~. 
(A4) The K[X]-module V 3 defined by Xa = fff,,(a) satisfies for all k 6 ¢o 
dimK(X~V~){X}= ~.X,~,[ if finite, (4.1) 
otherwise. 
(lf M is a K[X]-module and p E K[X], then M{p} = {a ~ M ] pa = 0}.) 
dimv:(X~V~lX~,~V3)_=I?~,+~ if finite, (4.2) 
t: ,  otherwise. 
dim~((X~V~){X}/(X ~ + ~ V0{X})= { 
Kk+l i f  finite 
• :c otherwise. (4.3) 
For all irreducible polynomials p ~ K[X] (4.4) 
not associated to X, pV3 = V.~ and V~{p} = 0. 
Vy(X~y=0) i fX~V3=0. (4.5) 
Claim 1. "V is a model of T. 
Proof .  (A l ) Since (i) (Dj + W~ (~'~)) f3 (D3 + W~ (~)) = W~ (~.~) for all k, by I.emma 
4, and (ii) 'Y/Wk "~@/Wk(9~) we obtain V, f~ V:~--(k by W-completeness. 
Let a E V. For any k e co there exist bk ~ Dr. cA ~ D3 such tha a - (bk + ck) ~ Wk, 
by (ii). Since (bk÷l+ek÷O--(bk+ck)~Wk(~). we have I ,k . l -bk~W~ and 
Ck. j--Ck C Wk, by (i), i.e. the sequences (bk)k~. (Ck)k~o are Cauchy sequences. By 
W-completeness they have limits b ~ V~, c ~ V3. Clearly a = b + c. This proves 
(A1). (A2) and (A3) are similar. 
(A4)  if k ~00, then 
X(V3A W2k) :~ l~f4(V~N W,~ ~ = f~(V~ n(V4 + VaC" W2k)) 
=f2(Vl N W2k+l)= V-~ f"~ W2,k.l). 
Hence XkVs= v3r) W2k. D3 is a submodule of V3, and XkD3= D3f3 W2~. 
Therefore D3 X~D3 -~ V3/XkV3 as K[X]-modules, so the K[X]-module VI~ is the 
X-adic completion of the K[X]-module D3. From the definition of ~ (~0, ~: I) and 
SfL~(2k, 0) it follows that 
D3~KIxl ~]~ (K[X]I(Xk))'~,'~K[X] '~'. 
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This shows that (4.1), (4.2), (4.3) hold for D 3 instead of V3, hence also for V3. 
(4.4) holds by X-adic completeness of V:,, and (4.5) is clear. 
Claim 2. T is complete. 
Proo|. Let ~q ~" be two models of T. The two K[X]-modules V3, V~ defined 
according to (A4) are elementarily equivalent since they have the same Szmielew 
invariants (see [2]). Hence we may as well assume that they are isomorphic, by 
elementary model theory. Now (A1), (A2) and (A3) clearly imply ~ ~ ~'.  
(~.0 Let ~Fe~3 be the completion of the direct sum @ with exponents Kk. To 
be specific assume Kk ¢: (~ for infinitely many k. Then ~ is a model of the theory T 
wilh axioms 
(BI) V=VI~V3.  
(B2) V~ defines an isomorphism /'4 : V1 ' )  V3. 
(B3) V: defines an injection f_, : V3 N W~ ~ V~. 
(B4) for any n ~ co an axiom system for the complete theory of ~F/W:,,. (Using 
the fact that 
~tTW2,, ~ • ~2(2k, -  1)'~'~5¢,.2(2n, 0) 'x''' 
k ~n 
where A,, = ~,,<~ Kk it is easy to write down such an axiom system.) 
(B5) for all irreducible p(X)~ K[X] of positive degree: 
(i) the partial map p:Vt---~ V~ defined by pa = P(f2fa)a is injective; 
(ii) W,, W,, Aim(p) is infinite for all n. 
Let V be an arbitrary Rl-saturated model of T. It follows from Corollary 6 that 
W,,,= VIN V~/~o~V3A W~, f4 I VIN W~ is an isomorphism onto V3A W~, and 
f2t V3N W~ is an injection into VzN W~. Consider the K[X]-module M= 
VI n W~, defined by Xa =f2f4(a). By (B5) M is torsionfree, and MIpM is infinite 
for all irreducible p(X)~ K[X] of positive degree. Hence the elementary theory of 
1" I Wo, is completely determined by T. 
Now let ~F, T" be arbitrary models of T. By (B4~ ~//W, ~ ~/"/W~, for all n. 
Therefore, by model theory, there exist N~-saturated elementary extensions 
"P~tq ~"~ ~/," such that ~F/W,,,=I/"IWL. Hence T'-=T" by Corollary 6 and 
Lemma 1. 
Thus we have shown that T is complete. 
(Y/is) As above let :F= completion of 9. From the definition of 5e(2(2k)+ 1, -2)  
it follows that for k >0 
~(2(2k)+ 1 , -2 ) t  W, ~-5e3(2k,- l )~Se4(2k,-1) (*) 
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(Using the notation of the definition, the second summand is ~i<k Ka2i+ 
~<k Kb2~.~, and the first is 
K(azi +a2i+O+ Y~ K(b2~+l +bz~+2)+K(b2k-l +c).) 
i%k  i '¢ :k -  I 
Let ~/r =(V, V~ . . . . .  V4), °V"= (V', V] . . . . .  V~) be arbitrary quadruples. In the 
following isomorphisms 
g:(V, Vl, V2, V3, VD'--" (V', V't, V'?., VL V'3) 
will be called (3, 4)-isomorphisms from °V to ~". 
Let g be a (3, 4)-isomorphism from the first summand in (*) onto the second, 
Multiplying g by some scalar we may assume that the image of ~r~ '~'~:k'L2, 
(being a 1-dimensional subspace of WI/W 2) is generated by (a + g(a))/W2 for 
some a ~.9°3(2k,-1). 
Choose such a g for each summand ~(2(2k)+ 1, -2)  (k>0)  occurring in the 
given decomposition of ~. Now consider 
[ WI ~ ~:) 5~,,(2 k, - 1)~0ff~ ) ow.~(2k, - 1 )~ '  ( * * ) 
°~,,I 2 
The direct sum g' of the g's chosen above is a (3, 4)-isomorphism from ~ onto 
~2 such that im(cr~)=graph(g')+ W=/W=. Let ~ be the completion of ~,. g' 
extends to a (3,4)-isomorphism g:~l -"*  ~2, and ~//" [ W~ ~ 1 ~  2. Put 'V, = 
CV. r~, R?, G) where R, is the underlying space of :~ (~ V [ W0 and G is the 
graph of ~]. From our definitions it is now clear that 'V+ is a model of the theory T 
with axioms saying 
(C1) ~ t W~ = 3/ t R,~/"  [ R2. 
(C2) G is the graph of a (3,4)-isomorphism f~:~" [ R~---, ]" [ R,. 
(C3) im(~r~) = G + WzlW~_. 
(C4) 
/ _ _  if finite, w,tnlv + w,)= I dim 
• t:c otherwise. 
V3+ W~ = V~+ W~ = (V3+ W0 n(V4+ W0, v3n  v~= o. 
(C5) a complete axiom system for ~V I R~ along the lines of (BI)-(B5). 
We show that T is complete. Let ~, '~, *V 7 be models of T. By (C5) w.i.o.g. 
:V' [R~V '' JR'( via some isomorphism f. By (CI), (C2) f extends to an 
isomorphism f:°V' [ W'l--*¢V" [ W7 such that f(G')= G", f(R~)= R~. Passing to 
elementary extensions if necessary, f extends to an isomorphism T", ~ °VT, by 
(C3), (C4). 
Now we are able to prove: 
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Lemma 13. (i) Th(~)  is co-r.e. [or all i. 
(ii) Any T" is elementarily equivalent o a sum ~F '~°~l~ '° ",~d~14 such that 
~ ~ ~ and ~" satisfies V' = Vi + V'2 = V'3 + I/'4. 
Proof. (i) (for 5g't). An arbitrary sentence q~ holds in some ~V~ ~/'~ if and only if 
is it logical consequence of some finite subset F of a complete axiom system 
(A 1)-(A4) belonging to some ~ c .Y{t. The set of these F is clearly r.e. This proves 
('.') for .Tt'), The proof for the other ~ 's  is the same. 
(ii) Using Theorem 9 it is easy to choose the ~ so that T/W,, ~ (~JW,) for all 
n ~ ~0. By model theory there exist N~-saturated lementary extensions ~ o//, ~/> ~( 
such that ~' /1~, . ,~ (~Jl~,.). From the axiom systems given above for the ~'~'s it
follows that ~il i~,, =-: ~i. Hence 
by Corollary 6 and Lemma 1. (ii) now follows by Lemma 3. 
Lemma 13 is one half of the statements (i), (ii)2 of Section 1. The proof of the 
other half is similar: We introduce special classes ~ (1 ~< i<~ 14) of quadruples 
such thai: 
Lemma 14. (i) Th(~) is co-r.e, for all i. 
(ii) Any 7~ is elementarily equivalent o a sum T"~Qt~'"  "~Q14 such that 
O~ ~ ~ and V'~ n V" = V~ n v'4 = O. 
In view of Section 1 Lemmas 13 and 14 imply the decidability of the theory of 
all quadruples over K. 
Since the proof of Lemma 14 is similar to the proof of Lemma 13 we give a 
very short outline only. The definition of ~i is obtained from the definition of ~i 
by making the following two changes: 
(1) Replace each summand of negative defect by a corresponding summand of 
positive defect. E.g. ,~f2(2k,- 1) is replaced by ,9°2(2k. 1). 
(2) Drop the process of passing to completions. 
Thus, ~3 for example consists of all quadruples of the form 
(~) 5e2(2k, I)(K, ). 
For ~/,'~ L¢, an axiom system for Th(~ ~) is obtained by an analysis imilar to the 
case ~"c ~.  Things are eve)) simpler nov,' since we do not take completions. 
Finally Lemma 14 is proved just like Lemma 13. 
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